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• The 2018 State of the World’s 
Volunteerism Report The thread that 
binds is a UN flagship publication 
presenting new evidence on the role of 
volunteerism in community resilience.  

• The 2018 SWVR is the third in the series, 
published triennially to inform and 
advocate the role of volunteerism for 
peace and development.

 
• Based on research in 15 communities 

around the world, with over 1,200 
research participants including volunteers, 
community members, local government 
officials.

What is the 2018 SWVR?



2018 SWVR Contents

▪ CHAPTER 1 – Volunteerism as a Global Asset for Peace and 
Development
▪ Estimating the scale and scope of global volunteerism
▪ Rates of volunteerism across regions, countries and groups
▪ Diverse trends and patterns shape expressions of volunteerism

▪ CHAPTER 2 – Local Expressions of Volunteerism in 
Communities Under Strain

▪ CHAPTER 3 –Collaborations with Local Volunteerism for 
Community Resilience

▪ CHAPTER 4 – “This work can't be measured by a financial 
ruler": Volunteerism as a Renewable Resource
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Scale�of�volunteering�across�world�regions



Majority�of�global�volunteering�happens�
informally
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Women�take�on�majority�of�volunteer�work



Women�take�on�a�bigger�share�of�informal�
volunteering



What�communities�value�about�volunteering







•When they engage with volunteers 
merely as a cheap resource

•By exercising too much control over 
voluntary action 

•By introducing competition as multiple 
actors move into local spaces

•When responsibility is devolved to local 
voluntary groups without resources



A Few Conclusions

• IVCOs, governments and their partners should focus on:

– Building national infrastructure for volunteerism that 
enables all citizens to contribute.

– Ensuring a fairer distribution of resources – allocating 
resources to communities that are bearing the brunt of 
risks.

– Enhance community resilience by complementing the 
self—organizing and relationship-strengthening 
aspects of local volunteerism.


